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Network Perimeter Security:  Building Defense In-DepthAuerbach Publications, 2003
This comprehensive text reveals how you can evaluate the security needs of your network, develop a security policy for your company, and create a budget based upon that policy.

Today's network administrators are fully aware of the importance of security; unfortunately, they have neither the time nor the resources to be full-time InfoSec...
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Gangsterismo: The United States, Cuba and the Mafia, 1933 to 1966OR Books, 2013

	"The anti-communist hysteria generated by the Cold War frequently unhinged the policy judgments of US government officials in many areas, but nowhere so completely as in our relations with Cuba. This conclusion is inescapable as Gangsterismo brilliantly unravels the bizarre tale of the Mafia army the Kennedy brothers recruited in their...
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Street-Fighting Mathematics: The Art of Educated Guessing and Opportunistic Problem Solving (The MIT Press)MIT Press, 2010

	Too much mathematical rigor teaches rigor mortis: the fear of making

	an unjustified leap even when it lands on a correct result. Instead of

	paralysis, have courage—shoot first and ask questions later. Although

	unwise as public policy, it is a valuable problem-solving philosophy, and

	it is the theme of this book: how to...
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A Comprehensive Evaluation on Emergency Response in China: The Case of Pandemic Influenza (H1N1) 2009 (Research Series on the Chinese Dream and China’s Development Path)Springer, 2018

	This book is a third-party evaluation of H1N1 prevention and control effects in China. Based on the characteristic of H1N1 pandemic around the world and current public health management system in China, this book evaluates the comprehensive effects by considering the countermeasures, joint prevent and control mechanism operated by central and...
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Human Resource Management in the Indian Tea Industry (Routledge Focus on Business and Management)Routledge, 2021

	
		Liberalization, Privatization and Globalization policy was advocated in India in 1991 under the supervision of P.V. Narasimha Rao, the then Prime Minister of India. As a consequence, the tea plantation industry was largely affected. It has confronted difficult competition because of the simplification of tariff barriers and the...
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Building Service Provider NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Learn how to gain the edge of providing the most reliable service-level guarantees to customers
Network and service provider engineers are often faced with the difficult challenge of meeting a less-than-logical service need of a customer––   and at the most reasonable price. In this book, Howard Berkowitz shows network and service...
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The Industrial Organization of Banking: Bank Behavior, Market Structure, and RegulationSpringer, 2010
The academic literature commonly examines issues relating to bank behavior, market structure, or bank regulation by abstracting from interrelationships among these factors. From a policy perspective, however, these elements of the industrial organization of banking are inextricably linked. The goal of this book is to provide a complete overview,...
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Cfengine 3 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011


	This book starts off with step-by-step instructions for installing and configuring the CFEngine

	server and clients, and then moves on to configuring systems using CFEngine scripts. The

	author then walks you through the policy decision flow as well as conducting system and

	security audits.





	This is followed by...
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CCSP CSVPN Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram 642-511)Que, 2003
The Exam Cram method of study focuses on exactly what you need to get certified now.

In this book you'll learn how to:

	
    Develop a solid foundation of VPN technologies and apply them to Cisco's VPN hardware and software...
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The Practical Handbook of Internet ComputingCRC Press, 2004
The time is absolutely ripe for this handbookThere is no single source of information that has this breadth todayFinally, there is an examination of the Internet as a holistic system. Topics of privacy, trust, policy, and law are addressed as well as the structure of the Internet and of the Web.
Stuart Feldman, Vice President, Internet...
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Background Screening and Investigations: Managing Hiring Risk from the HR and Security PerspectivesButterworth-Heinemann, 2008
Every company needs to protect its people and other assets by managing risk in the hiring process!     

       Hiring highly qualified people is crucial to every company, and Background Screening and Investigations is an essential guide to succeeding in a turbulent business environment. A crucial part of any hiring process should be...
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State of the World 2009: Into a Warming World (State of the World)W W Norton, 2009

	A comprehensive guide to global warming and the steps we must take to combat it.


	The evidence continues to mount: melting ice caps, rising temperatures, increasingly frequent natural disasters. As the devastating effects of global warming come into sharper focus, societies must work to both mitigate greenhouse gas...
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